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Start to install the particulatefilter (DPF). 

 
If you retrofit a DPF, be sure the engine is working properly. 

 
 

If you need support, call your local dealer or phone our support. 

PHYSITRON Service-Phone, 

+46 (0) 730 416500 

 
Diesel particulate filter DPX-2 or BAB series from PHYSITRON has been developed specifically for regenerating diesel 

particulate exhaust completely and permanently through the exhaust temperature when the engine is running or while 

driving. 

PHYSITRON diesel particulate filters out particles of more than 99%, thereby contributing to a clean environment in the 

future. 

Please read these instructions before assembly and commissioning of your modern diesel particulate 

filters. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us or your local dealer for 

support.  

PHYSITRON AB 

info@physitron.se 
 

www.physitron.se 
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Installation certificate / Warrantycertificate (for EU countries) 

Vehicle / diesel engine 
Manufacturer / type:     
Serial No. Vehicle:    
Diesel engine:     
Serial No. Diesel engine    
Operating hours diesel engine:    
Year of manuf. diesel engine:    

 

DPF type 
DPF serial No.:    
Installation date:    

 

Operational data 
Back pressure value at full throttle:    
(loaded filter) 
Opacity value on acceleration:    
(after fitting filter) 

 

The PHYSITRON particulate filter may only be operated with standard-type diesel fuel according to the currently valid standard EN 590 (sulfur content max. 350 
ppm). In particular, it is important to observe the maintenance and service intervals, every 500 operating hours, in addition to the cleaning of the DPX-2  
particulate filter, every 1,000 operating hours, and to keep a record of this. All maintenance, service and cleaning work must be recorded in the maintenance and 
test record and confirmed with a signature. This is a requirement for maintaining your warranty entitlement for the PHYSITRON particulate filter. 

 
The installation certificate / warranty certificate must be completed in full and signed. The copy of the installation certif icate / warranty certificate has 
to be returned to the responsible PHYSITRON branch either by post, fax or e-mail. This is a requirement for maintaining your warranty entitlement for 
the PHYSITRON particulate filter. 

 
 
 
 
 

Place Date Name Signature 
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Important general notes 

• A requirement for the function of the DPF DPX-2 system is sufficient exhaust gas temperature. To determine the optimum type of filter, if possible, 
prior to determining the filter type and/or purchasing the filter, it is advisable to measure the exhaust gas temperature under the usual operating 
conditions for the vehicle in question. This can be monitored and evaluated by setting up a data logger. 

 
• Prior to installing and commissioning the particulate filter, it is important to read these operating and installation instructions along with the technical 
description carefully. 

 
• The installation and operating instructions prescribed by the manufacturer in this documentation must be observed. Failure to observe these 
instructions will invalidate any warranty and liability on the part of PHYSITRON GmbH. 

 

• These operating and installation instructions along with the technical description are of a general nature and have to be interpreted in accordance 
with the installation conditions of the respective type of equipment. 

 
• The diesel particulate filter must only be employed for the use designated by the manufacturer. Any other use is deemed improper. The manufacturer 
is not liable for any damages resulting from improper use. 

 
• As a rule, the general accident prevention regulations and the other generally recognized occupational health and safety related rules are to be 
observed. 

 

Important safety notes 

Important 

Faultless and safe operation of the diesel particulate filter is subject to proper transport, storage, installation and fitting in addition to its careful operation and 
maintenance. 

 

Installation and operation 

The diesel particulate filter should only be installed and operated by persons who have been instructed in the functionality of filter systems and who are familiar 
with any hazards that may occur. Working on the diesel particulate filter while it is in operation is not permitted. If any damage or malfunctions are noticed, the 
diesel particulate filter must be checked at once. It is important to prevent deposits from combustible substances from accumulating in the area of the filter. 
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1. Product information 

1.1 Product description 
The diesel particulate filter with a stainless steel casing and a filter medium made from cordierite cleans the diesel exhaust gases of virtually all the pollutants they 
contain. As such, the use of a diesel particulate filter helps to ensure a dirt and pollutant-free atmosphere and to keep products, factory buildings and workplaces 
clean. 

Product information 

The DPF DPX-2series for diesel-powered equipment regenerates automatically when running/working. The regeneration runs constantly and requires an exhaust 
gas temperature of at least 230 °C. The DPX-2 series is always offered with the extension module. The extension module is connected downstream from the inlet 
cover. The extension module ensures that the exhaust gas temperature is increased. The graphic representation of the extension module can be found on page 
17. 

 

Application 

The main field of application for the diesel particulate filter is any diesel-powered vehicle. 
 

The PHYSITRON diesel particulate filter system satisfies the requirements stipulated by, TRGS 554, TA Luft, VERT (CH). 
 

1.2 Function description 
Mode of operation of the DPX-2particulate filter 

The exhaust emission control system reduces both diesel particulate matter (PM) and also the gaseous pollutants carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons  
(HC). To do this, the particulate matter is first filtered in the monolith and catalytically converted along with the gaseous substances into harmless substances 
(CO2 and H2O) by coming into contact with the coating of the monolith. The particulate matter is filtered as a result of the exhaust gas flowing through the porous 
channel walls ("wall flow") of the monolith. The inflow channels are each sealed at the end, which forces the exhaust gas to pass through the coating on the 
channel surface and through the thin intermediate walls (approx. 0.4 mm thick). The large number of individual channels produces an extremely large filter 
surface area and, consequently, a high capacity for storing particulate matter. 

 

Functional description of the Bau-Dat electronic monitoring system 

The Bau-Dat system is a monitoring system for the DPX-2 particulate filter and is used for warning against impermissibly high exhaust gas back pressures, which 
could be caused as a result of a filter becoming overloaded with diesel particulate matter. The monitoring system detects excessively high back pressures, alerts 
the operator in the first stage using indicator lights and in the second stage by sounding acoustic signals. In addition, the system also measures the exhaust gas 
temperature upstream from the particulate filter. 

 
Optionally, it is possible to show the current values for the pressure and temperature on the display. The pressure and temperature values are constantly saved. 

 

Alarms remain active until the values have returned to their normal range. The acoustic signal is switched off by acknowledging = accepting. The pressure range 
that can be measured ranges from 0 to 600 mbar. The temperature is displayed in the range from 50 °C to 1,050 °C. 
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1.3 Technical data of the control unit 
 

1.3.1 Data logger (pages 18, 19) 
Control unit 

 

Temperature: 

 
Ambient temperature: -30 … 80C° 

 
Measuring range: 50 to 1050C° 

 

Pressure: 

 
Measuring range: 0 to 600 mbar 

 

Tolerance: 2% 
 

Pressure relief valve: max. 2,0 bar 
 

Voltage supply: 10 – 30 V DC 
 

Electric current: 150 -170 mA (operation); 1 mA (stand-by) 
 

Protection type: IP66 
 

Alarm outputs: 2 x 5A output high side driver 
 

Inputs: Min. 9 V 
 

Vibration level: 10 g for natural frequency 
 

Dimensions: 95 x 100 x 38 mm 

Electrical protection against: Polarity inversion, short circuit and overvoltage 

All the electronic components and connections are sealed in synthetic resin. 

EMC protection e1; No.: 023522 interference immunity to reception and transmission of electrical signals 
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1.3.2 Display (pages 18, 19, 20) 
Protection type: IP44 

 
Dimensions: 106 x 65 x 34 mm 

 
Interface: RJ 45 (Western connector) 

 

Harness 

 
Temperature sensor: K-type measuring temperature up to 1100 °C, water and oil resistant 

 
 

2. Warranty declaration 

The warranty period for the filter system is 12 months or 2000 operating hours (the first of which occurs being the governing criterion) from the date of delivery, 
provided that. 

a. exhaust gas temperature recordings of the machine are available in a representative application recorded by means of a data recording device 
(temperature logger), or 

b. use of the filter is agreed in writing without prior temperature recording, or 

c. the vehicle in question is equipped with filter monitoring systems (data logger). The data logger should also, however, record over the 
entire period 

▪ The warranty only covers the parts supplied 
▪ Defects caused by corrosion to the filter system are covered for 5 years. 

 
 

No warranty is provided for damage caused by any of the following reasons: 

 
▪ Incorrect fitting 
▪ Incorrect handling, particularly failure to observe the filter monitoring system (exhaust gas back pressure monitoring / warning in case of excessively high 

exhaust gas back pressure) 
▪ Excessively high particulate matter emissions from the engine 
▪ Operating the particulate filter on a different vehicle 
▪ External damage caused by outside influence 
▪ Incorrect / lack of cleaning or undocumented cleaning and maintenance of the particulate filter (necessary every 500/1000 operating hours) 
▪ Engine settings not in accordance with the rules (e.g. delivery amount, delivery start, rated speed) 
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▪ Failure to observe and to document maintenance intervals and failure or incorrectly performed servicing and maintenance work on the diesel engine as 
well as on the vehicle/equipment (as per manufacturer’s directions) 

▪ Excessive lubricating oil consumption by the engine 
▪ Incorrect diesel fuel (high sulfur content > 350 ppm) 
▪ Engine oil entering the exhaust gas system (e.g. after turbocharger damage) 
▪ Operating the particulate filter with excessively high exhaust gas back pressure upstream from filter (> 250 mbar) 
▪ Operating the particulate filter at excessively low average exhaust gas temperatures (< 230 °C) during at least 35% of the working time 

 

In order for the warranty entitlement to be honored, a copy of the installation certificate / warranty certificate (see page 5) must be completely filled out and 
returned signed after fitting the PHYSITRON particulate filter, along with the servicing and maintenance record for the engine and particulate filter. 

In the event of a claim, the particulate filter in question must be sent in for inspection, accompanied by a warranty claim stating the serial number of the vehicle, 
the number of operating hours and the time of the fault, along with a copy of the installation certificate and the maintenance and test record. 
By ordering PHYSITRON particulate filters, you acknowledge the General Terms and Conditions of Business and Delivery in addition to these warranty 
conditions. 

 
 

3. Installation instructions 

General notes on installation 

 
All combustion produces high temperatures and exhaust gases with toxic components. The entire exhaust gas system becomes extremely hot during and 
immediately after operation. For this reason, it is essential to install the filter in accordance with these installation instructions. 

 

▪ Prior to installing the diesel particulate filter, allow the exhaust gas system of the equipment to cool down and wear protective gloves, if necessary. 
 

▪ Fit the diesel particulate filter with a sufficient distance to heat-sensitive components. 
 

▪ Pay particular attention to fuel lines (made of plastic or metal), to all electrical lines as well as to brake and hydraulic hoses! 
 

▪ When fitting the filter in unprotected places on the vehicle exterior, it is possible to attach a guard to the diesel particulate filter. 
 

▪ Exposed exhaust gas pipes can, for instance, be insulated with glass-ceramic tape or a guard made from metal. 
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3.1 Necessary checks prior to fitting the PHYSITRON particulate filter 
 

1. Checking the diesel engine 

A prerequisite for the proper operation of the PHYSITRON particulate filter is correct functioning of the following components of the diesel engine (as per 
manufacturer's directions): 

 
▪ Injection system (delivery start, delivery amount, fuel injectors) 
▪ Intake system 
▪ Air filter 
▪ Turbocharger 
▪ Cooling system 
▪ Correctly adjusted valve clearance 
▪ Attaining the prescribed compression pressure 

▪ Exhaust gas values 
 

Prior to fitting the particulate filter, it is necessary to check all the above-mentioned functions (except for new equipment). If the settings deviate from the 
manufacturer’s values, they have to be adjusted correctly, or faulty components have to be replaced with new parts. If the PHYSITRON particulate filter is 
operated with faulty or incorrectly set engine components, the warranty for the PHYSITRON particulate filter will be void. 

 

2. Lubricating oil consumption 

The lubricating oil consumption of the diesel engine must not exceed the manufacturer’s values and is allowed to be max. 0.5% of the diesel fuel consumption. If 
the maximum lubricating oil consumption value is exceeded, particularly also when the machine and/or engine is operated with a damaged exhaust gas 
turbocharger and an associated oil leak in the exhaust gas system, any warranty entitlement will be void. 

 

3. Checking the exhaust gas opacity value 

In order for the particulate filter to function correctly, it is essential that the exhaust gas opacity (particulate emissions) of the diesel engine is within the limits of 
the opacity values prescribed by the manufacturer of the diesel engine. This is why it is important to check the opacity values of the diesel exhaust gas prior to 
installing the particulate filter. If the opacity values are too high, the particulate filter may become clogged, causing the exhaust gas back pressure to increase 
continuously upstream from the particulate filter. 

 

4. Checking the diesel fuel 

The diesel fuel used in a diesel engine fitted with the PHYSITRON particulate filter must comply with the currently valid fuel standard (EN 590). If a diesel fuel is 
used that does not comply with the currently valid standard, particularly when using diesel fuel with a sulfur content of more than 350 ppm, this will void the 
warranty for the particulate filter. 
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3.2 Check list – Checks prior to fitting the particulate filter 
 
 
 

To be checked: Result of the check 

Diesel engine (compression, injection system, valve clearance)  

Air filter / intake system  

Turbocharger (tightness)  

Cooling system  

Operating hours / Year of manufacture of the diesel engine 
Hours 
Year 

Serial No. diesel engine  

Serial No. vehicle  

Rated speed (max. speed)  

Oil consumption (max. 0.5% of diesel consumption)  

Exhaust gas opacity 
on acceleration 

K-value on acceleration 
or 
Bosch value on acceleration 

sulfur content Diesel Fuel ppm sulfur 

Additive in diesel? If so, what name? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Place of check Date Name of person checking Signature of person checking 
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3.3 Installation instructions PHYSITRON particulate filter and data logger 
 

1. Preliminary check 

Prior to fitting each particulate filter, it is necessary to carry out a careful check of the diesel engine. This entails carrying out the checks as described in points 1-4 
mentioned on page 11 in addition to those specified in the “Check list – checks prior to fitting the particulate filter” (page 12). It is imperative to eliminate any 
deviations from individual values or machine components prior to installing the DPF. 

 
2. DPF assembly 

Prior to starting the search for a possible installation location, it is advisable to assemble the entire diesel particulate filter system. This ensures that you can 
better estimate the space required for installing it. In order to assemble the diesel particulate filter system correctly, fit the inlet and outlet covers in accordance 
with the “flow direction” specified on the identification plate secured on the filter module. The covers are secured using the V-clamps provided. The extension 
module should always be installed downstream from the inlet cover (page 17). 

 
3. Installing the particulate filter 
An ideal place to install the particulate filter is where the exhaust muffler is located. This is done by removing the muffler and securing the supplied brackets in the 
free space available. The filter is then inserted into the brackets and the bolts of the brackets tightened firmly. The inlet pipe of the diesel particulate filter must be 
connected with the associated line from the equipment by means of a flexible exhaust gas pipe. Otherwise there is a danger that the exhaust gas inlet pipe of 
the inlet chamber may shear off from the engine due to vibrations. The exhaust gas pipe length should be at least 2.5 to 3 times the pipe diameter. Long pipe 
connections should be supported with brackets. Try to ensure as little flow resistance as possible when making the connection. Inlet pipes should be insulated. It 
is also important to ensure that the particulate filter is installed close to the collector / turbocharger and, if possible, on the chassis side, but not on the engine or 
gearbox. Vibrations are to be avoided as far as possible (page 17). 

 
4. Installing the metal pipeline (back pressure line) 

After fitting the particulate filter, it is necessary to locate a space on the inlet cover for the threaded bushes used for securing the back pressure line and the 
temperature sensor. A cover should then be drilled and the threaded bushes welded in. When doing this, the back pressure line should be routed away from the 
particulate filter, so that the pipeline can cool down from the high temperatures of the particulate filter. At the same time, the pipeline must not be routed past 
hot components such as the particulate filter, engine components, hydraulic lines, etc. The back pressure line has to be fixed to the chassis using 
dampening clips. Under no circumstances, should the back pressure line be shortened or cut off, as otherwise the downstream PTFE hose assembly will be 
exposed to an excessively high temperature (pages 17, 30). 

 
5. Installation of the hose assembly (back pressure line) 

The armored hose (cased in metal wire) is secured to the end of the metal pipeline by means of a hose clip. The end of the armored hose is connected to the 
condensation water trap (with filter). If need be, the armored hose may be shortened. Under no circumstances should the hose assemblies be routed past 
hot components such as the particulate filter, engine components, hydraulic lines, etc.! The hose assembly must be secured inside the machine with cable 
ties or the like such that no one can be injured on the machine parts (pages 17, 30, 31, 32). 
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6. Installation condensation water trap 
The condensation water trap has to be installed in such a way that it is readily accessible for the necessary servicing tasks such as draining the condensation 
water as well as for the machine operator. The condensation water trap must not be routed past hot components such as the particulate filter, engine 
components, hydraulic assemblies, etc. (pages 17, 18, 32). 

Important: Observe installation direction on the condensation water trap (arrow) 

7. Installation of the monitoring electronics / data logger 
1) Install the controller (not the display!) in a splash-proof location inside the vehicle, if possible 50 cm above the test connections (Caution: The ambient 
temperature must not exceed 80 °C). Avoid installation close to hot components (exhaust, manifold). The connecting plugs must be pointing down. It is 
advisable to secure the data box to the vehicle using vibration-damping materials. 

 

2) The supplied cutting ring screw-fitting (1/4" NPT) is then used to connect the stainless steel pipe to the pressure pipe of the filter. The pipe should protrude 
approx. 3 cm (page 31) into the filter inlet. When adjusting to length, the pipe must not be shortened, but should be wound in a coil shape, if necessary. The 
pressure connection and data box should be spaced a minimum of 80 cm apart. The armored hose is attached to the end of the stainless steel pipe and secured 
in place by means of a hose clip. The other end is connected with the condensation water trap and the data box and also secured with hose clips. It is important 
to ensure that the pipe/hose assembly is always fitted ascending to the controller, such that no condensation can get trapped (pockets of water) and that any 
condensation that forms can always run down. To prevent the pressure sensor from malfunctioning due to soiling, it is necessary to install the condensation water 
trap mentioned under point 6 between the data box and stainless steel pipe and to secure it to the vehicle. Ensure that all the connections and joints are fastened 
such that they are pressure tight. 
3) Next, the temperature sensor is inserted into the corresponding cutting ring screw-fitting (1/4" NPT) on the filter and secured. It should then protrude approx. 
5 cm into the inlet filter cover. The tip of the temperature sensor must be located inside the exhaust gas flow. If this is not possible to achieve with an installation 
depth of 5 cm, it is also possible to insert the sensor further into the inlet of the filter housing. When doing so, be sure not to damage the filter substrate and 
that the temperature sensor lead does not come too close to hot components! The screw-fitting must not be overtightened, so as not to damage the 
sensor. If need be, it is possible to bend the sensor very slightly (carefully) (do not bend at 90°). The sensor line is routed with cable ties to the data box in such a 
way that vibrations are balanced out. Avoid contact with hot components (pages 17, 18). 
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3.4 Check list – checks after fitting the particulate filter 
 

 
To be checked: Result of the check: 

Tightness of the back pressure line 
(pressure gauge display) 

 

Lighting up of the warning light 
above 250 mbar back pressure 
(longer than 10 seconds) 

 

Sounding of the signal 
above 250 mbar back pressure 
(longer than 10 seconds) 

 

Back pressure value at full throttle 
Value indicated display/pressure gauge 

Mbar 

Exhaust gas opacity 
on acceleration 
(downstream from particulate filter) 

K-value on acceleration: 
or 
Bosch value on acceleration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Place of check Date Name of person checking Signature of person checking 
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4. Operating instructions 

4.1 Notes on operating the PHYSITRON particulate filter 
 

The DPF-DPX-2regenerates itself continuously and automatically when the exhaust gas temperature increases to over 230 °C (depending on engine type). This 
regeneration temperature must be attained for approx. 35% of the entire operating time of the diesel engine. If this temperature is not attained over a long 
period of time, the particulate filter will become loaded with particulate matter and the exhaust gas back pressure will increase. The longer the exhaust gas 
temperature remains below the regeneration temperature, the higher exhaust gas back pressure will rise upstream from the particulate filter. This will be 
displayed either by the data logger or the pressure gauge (if available). As the back pressure rises, the particulate emissions from the diesel engine also  
increase. For this reason, it is essential to avoid allowing the diesel engine to idle for long periods of time. The supplied filter function monitoring system 
(electronic back pressure monitor with visual / acoustic warning) is to be installed at the same time as the particulate filter in accordance with our installation 
instructions. The electronic back pressure monitoring system is adjusted such that if a back pressure value of 220 mbar is exceeded, the visual alarm (after 5 
seconds) and acoustic alarm (after 2 minutes) is activated. The back pressure display indicates the loading state of the part iculate filter. In the event of a high 
back pressure value (approx. 200 mbar), at the latest however after the alarm from the electronic back pressure monitoring system (lighting up of the 
warning light / sounding of the signal), the filter regeneration process has to be initiated by the driver increasing the exhaust gas temperature as follows: 

 
a) Operate hydraulics at intervals up to stop (15 – 20 seconds) 
b) Run the diesel engine at full load (full throttle) (approx. 2 minutes) 

 
In doing so, it is important to ensure that the water and oil temperature of the engine, transmission and hydraulics does not increase beyond the permissible 
degree. After a short time (approx. 1-2 minutes), the warning light and/or acoustic signal (buzzer) must have gone off and/or the pressure fallen noticeably on the 
pressure gauge. 

 
The driver and/or machine operator must be instructed to implement the above-mentioned measures in the event of excessively high back pressure (warning 
light, acoustic signal, high back pressure value). Any damage sustained by the particulate filter as a result of operating the filter for a long period with excessively 
high exhaust gas back pressure will void the warranty. 

 
If the above-mentioned measures for initiating the filter regeneration do not lead to a reduction of the exhaust gas back pressure, indicated by the acoustic signal 
and warning light going off as well as the decrease in the back pressure value, then operation of the particulate filter must be stopped immediately. Afterwards, it 
is necessary to clean the filter and extension module, as instructed by a PHYSITRON engineer. Refer to our instructions on page 37 “Cleaning the PHYSITRON 
particulate filter”. 

 

If excessively high back pressure is indicated, besides cleaning the filter and extension module, the back pressure line and the condensation water trap should 
also always be checked and serviced. This checking and servicing of the back pressure monitoring system should be carried out every 500 operating hours or. 
Refer to our instructions on page 35 “Cleaning the PHYSITRON particulate filter”. 
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Data logger 
 
 

Display 

 
 

Switched plus 

Temperature sensor 

Pressure pipe 

 
Fuse 15A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extension module DPF 

with cylinder cover 

 
 

 
Condensation water trap 
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Off-Road Display 
Data logger Condensation water trap 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cable for display 
and PC connection 

 
 
 

Temperature sensor 
 

 

Low-pressure 
hose in metal wire casing 

Harness (various connections) 

Fuse 15A 

 
 

 
Constant plus (30) 

 
 
 

Switched plus (15) 

 
 

 
Minus (31) 
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4.2 Notes on operating the monitoring unit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The data logger is installed in a 
splash-proof position inside the vehicle 
vertically with the connections pointing 

PHYSITRON® GmbH Phone: +4
d
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coming   close   to   hot 

 
 

The display is installed in a readily visible location inside the cab. 
This is done by attaching the rear-panel cover of the display by PHYSITmROeNanAsBof  screws  o0r 0r4i6ve(0ts) 4t6o59t0h0e43cab.  The  front  section  with  the 

Am Merzenborn   5 E-Mail in 
components  such  as  the  exhaust  and 

Talltiteväegle1c7tronics  is  to  beE-Matatailcinhfeod@pchaysrietrfounll.yse until  it  locks  into  place. 

D-56422 Wirges manifold. If possible, do not install 
inside the engine compartment. 

(ambient temperature max. 80 °C. ) 
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4.3 Keys and functions of the display 
 

 
Acknowledgment 

  key Visual Alarm  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Acknowledgement 
   key Acoustic Alarm  

 
 
 
 

 

Modification key 
   Plus (menu control)  

 
 
 
 

 
Modification key 

  Minus (menu control)  

Special program display 

Display 

Enter key (Enter) 
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• The key is only active in service mode. Service mode should only be enabled by a service engineer by pressing the three upper keys 

     

( ) simultaneously. The key is used for initiating and confirming entries.  The key is only for special 
programs. 
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• The keys and are used for navigating between the individual menu options and displays. 

  

• The keys and are used for changing the values of the individual menu options in service mode. Each new setting has to be 

 

confirmed by pressing the key. 

 

• Changes confirmed with the key are displayed with the new values after a short delay. 

 

4.3.1 Setting the date and time - commissioning the monitoring unit 
 

Before the device can work properly, it is first necessary to set the Date and Time. 
 

▪ The and keys allow you to change the values that appear underlined 

 

▪ You confirm the new values with the key 
 

In doing so, the next parameter is underlined for changing at the same time. 
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Next display after entry. 
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4.3.2 Operating mode 

   

After this  initial setting, the  user is  now in operating  mode. The top three keys are always active. The keys “Acoustic  Alarm” 

  

and “Visual Alarm” are used for acknowledging the corresponding alarm signals. No function is assigned to the menu control key 

   

. The and key are used for displaying the current values for Temperature, Pressure and Speed. It is not possible to change 
settings in this mode. 

 
Displays and alarm functions in operating mode 

 

 

 

 

 
Temperature Pressure 

 
 

Speed 
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Faults are indicated in the display: for each particular error. In the event of an alarm, this should be 

 

acknowledged, which suppresses the buzzer noise and the flashing. The active alarm, however, is still indicated by the keys “Acoustic Alarm” and 

 

“Visual Alarm” lighting up more brightly. Switching off the ignition does not reset the alarm, which is active again on restarting. 

 
 

4.3.3 Service mode 
 

Operating mode is now active. The pressure, temperature and speed are set in service mode. The temperature display is merely used for data 
acquisition purposes. The speed is not set. 

   

To access service mode, it is necessary to press the keys at the same time. The unlocked state is indicated in the display by the 

 

  

 

 
word and  by the  backlighting  of  the lower keys becoming brighter 

   

when   pressed.   To   revert   to  OPERATING   MODE,   press   the  three top  keys again.   This   is   confirmed   by  the word 

 
 

appearing  in  the  display.   Switching  off  the  ignition  resets  the  monitoring unit  automatically to 
OPERATING MODE. 
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4.3.4 Overview main menu in service mode 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
The sequence is still repeated after  pressing the key again. If necessary, press either the 

   

or keys again until the current temperature is displayed. Acknowledging the key opens the Pressure submenu, which is used for 
defining the following parameters: 

 
 
 

4.3.5 Pressure setting 
 

Important: The example pressure setting shown below only represents one possible version. Prior to setting the pressure for your field of application, 
we request that you contact PHYSITRON to inquire about the right settings. 

 

 Setting for the lower pressure threshold L(L) = Limit (Lower) = Limit (low)
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Pressing the key Taste wird der Editiermodus E: open. Set the value using the and keys. Confirm your entry with the 
key. Editing mode is exited and, after a short delay, the modified values are displayed in the submenu. 

 

The first measurement is made 60 s after starting the engine (speed > 300) or, if the speed revolution counter is not activated (display FRQ / 10:off), 5 minutes 
after switching on the ignition. The alarm is generated 5 sec after reaching or dropping below the switching point. 
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Setting for the upper pressure threshold L(U) = Limit (Upper) = Limit (high) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Settings as for lower pressure threshold. 

 
 

4.4 Alarm functions 
 

4.4.1 Acoustic alarm 

In the event of an acoustic warning, it is possible to switch off the acoustic signal by pressing the key (horn) to avoid noise exposure. In this case, the key lights 
up red, thereby maintaining the warning. In each case, acknowledging the acoustic alarm is recorded in the alarm memory of the data box along with the date 
and time. 
The next time the DYNTest system is started, the acoustic signal is activated again if the permissible exhaust gas back pressure is still exceeded. 

 
4.4.2 Visual alarm 

In the case of a visual warning, the keys light up orange. It is possible to deactivate the warning by pressing the key. The key then changes color to red and the 
action is stored in the alarm memory of the data box. 

 

The PHYSITRON DYNTest system features the following alarm logic: 
 

Explanation for the upper pressure threshold 

Loading the filter surface area with particulate matter increases the back pressure. The switching point for the back pressure alarm can be set according to the 
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individual requirements of the engine or vehicle via the menu of the display box. The initial setting is 220 mbar. When the alarm is active, the display alternates 
between the actual value (pressure) and the message “Error 36” flashing in the display. 
. 
4.4.3 Upper pressure threshold 

• If the set exhaust gas back pressure limit value (set to 220 mbar by default) is exceeded for more than 5 seconds, the alarm light of the display box lights 
up and the buzzer generates a warning signal. If, as a result, the limit value is undershot for more than 5 seconds, the lights go out. 

• If the exhaust gas back pressure limit value is exceeded for more than 60 seconds, both lights flash and the acoustic alarm sounds at intervals. If, as a 
result, the limit value is undershot for more than 5 seconds, the lights go out and the acoustic alarm switches off. 
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• If the exhaust gas back pressure limit value is exceeded for a further 2 minutes, the lights will flash and the acoustic alarm will be constantly active. At the 
same time, the current back pressure and Error 36 appear flashing in the display. 

The warning displays indicate excessive exhaust gas back pressure due to the loading of the particulate filter and extension module. A further increase in 
pressure can result in damage to the filter and engine. During normal vehicle operation, the alarm light may light up for a short time – for example, when 
accelerating. This is normal and does not require any special measures on the part of the driver. 

 

Only if both the acoustic and visual alarm have been activated, is the driver obliged to increase the exhaust gas temperature by increasing the engine load in a 
suitable way (mechanical, hydraulic, electric or pneumatic loading). Due to the increased exhaust gas temperature, the particulate filter can burn more particulate 
matter, thus causing the exhaust gas back pressure to go back down to the normal level and the displays to go off. To check whether the increased engine load 
also produces the desired effect on the exhaust gas temperature, it is advisable to change over to the temperature display of the display box. This is done by 

  

pressing either the or key until the temperature is displayed in °C. Maintaining a high temperature at a constant level as far as possible (230 
to 250 °C) results in a short filter regeneration time. 

 

It is, however, important to ensure that neither the engine nor the hydraulic system overheat. 
 

If this measure fails to reduce the exhaust gas back pressure, it is necessary to check both the filter and also the extension module at the end of the drive and to 
clean these externally, if required. For this purpose, please refer to the maintenance instructions for the filter/extension module (page 37) and the temperature 
sensor (page 37). 

 

Explanation for the lower pressure threshold 

Severe damage to the filter, the exhaust gas supply line or to the connection to the pressure sensor result in a substantial drop in pressure. If the measured 
values fall below the lower threshold, an alarm will also be triggered. The lower threshold value is freely definable using the display box menu. The initial setting is 
15 mbar. When the alarm is active, the display alternates between the “actual value” (pressure) and the message “Error 35” flashing in the display. 

 

4.4.4 Lower pressure threshold 

On reaching or falling below the lower pressure threshold for more than 5 seconds, the lights flash and an acoustic signal sounds continuously. 

At the same time, the current back pressure and Error 35 appear flashing in the display. 

If the switching point is exceeded in the time that follows for more than 5 seconds, the alarm will be deactivated. 
 

4.4.5 Behavior in the event of errors (error in display) 
If an error appears on the display as E:(code number), it is possible to look up this code in the alarm codes (see next page) as a means of troubleshooting. 

 
Example: E:32 and E:33 (alarm after 10 minutes) 
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These two errors are displayed if, after 10 minutes, neither the pressure (Error 32) nor the temperature (Error 33) has changed. As soon as either the 
temperature or pressure changes, the respective error disappears! 
If errors occur which you are unable to resolve yourself, please contact your dealer. If necessary, send the data logger along with the completed 
warranty claim (see page 57). Your dealer will provide you with a replacement device for the interim period. 

 
 

4.4.6 ALARM CODES 

 

Error 11 A display box key is sticking 

Rectify the malfunction by pressing the keys again (if necessary, multiple times). 

Error 12 Display 

Displays an error in the display. 

Error 21 No communication between data box and display box 

Check connector and harness, switch ignition off and back on again. If the error persists, please contact your dealer. 

Error 22 12C_Bus 

If this bus fails, please contact your dealer. 

Error 23 Different software versions between data box and display 

Please contact your dealer. 

Error 31 Hose or pipe breakage, or damage to the filter 

Check pressure line. If the pressure line is “ok”, please send the data box in to your dealer for inspection. 

Error 32 No pressure has been built up 10 minutes after switching on the ignition 

Error sources: 1. Engine not running.  Start engine 

2. maintenance instructions. Connection faulty or pressure line blocked. In this case, secure the pressure pipe or clean the 

pressure line as per maintenance instructions. 

Error 33 The temperature remains constant 10 minutes after switching on the ignition 

Check whether the engine is running and the sensor is still correctly fastened to the filter. 

Error 34 Temperature sensor sensing element broken 

Fit a new harness with new temperature sensor. 
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Error 35 Switching point reached for the lower pressure threshold 

Serious error! Additive supply will be stopped, filter inoperative! Important: Applies only to a system with additive supply! 

Error 36 Switching point reached for the upper pressure threshold 

Increase the exhaust gas temperature by increasing the engine load in a suitable way. Due to the increased exhaust gas temperature, the 

particulate filter can burn more particulate matter, thus causing the exhaust gas back pressure to go back down to the normal level and the 

displays to go off. Important: Do not allow the engine to overheat! 

Error 37 Speeds are not recorded 

If this error message appears when the engine is running, check and repair the controller connection (control box) with terminal W. If you do not 

wish to record the speed, set FRQ/10 to off (0) in the SETUP. Speed-dependent functions of the alarm outputs are functionless in this case. 

Error 38 Filter Check 

Have the filter checked and, if necessary, replaced in the workshop. 

Error 39 Additive tank on low 

This error appears as Additive Low in the display. An additive should be topped up as soon as possible. Important: Applies only to a system with 

additive supply. 

Error 41 Unable to record measuring data 

Please contact your dealer. 

Error 42 Unable to record alarm data 

Please contact your dealer. 

Error 51 Unable to record the date 

Error 52 Unable to record the time 

You should reset the time once again, or contact your dealer. 

Error 61 SPC activated, but no contact 

Module connected. 

Error 62 GPS activated, but no contact 

Module connected? 

Remarks: 

After switching off the engine (turning the ignition 
lock), all the data is written back into the data box 
within 10 seconds. If the voltage supply to the data 
box is interrupted within these 10 seconds, the last 
measured values will be lost. All the values saved up 
to the preceding engine stop are, however, retained. 
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4.4.7 ALARM CODES (OFF Road display) 

 
 
 
 

The alarm LEDs provide a quick means of error diagnosis. The error codes are analogous to those of the On-Road version. 
 

In the event of an alarm, a light flashes on the bottom left, which is confirmed by pressing your finger on the reflex sensor on its right and which then goes out. 
The alarm LED that corresponds to the error that has occurred (see below) is illuminated. A red LED of the pressure or temperature display additionally confirms 
the alarm. 
While an error has only been acknowledged, this will be repeated another 2 times at intervals of 10 minutes in conjunction with the light. After a total of 3 error 
confirmations without the initiation of any countermeasures, this remains as a constantly illuminated LED in the alarm display. 

Error codes: 

 
Error Display Description 

21 No LED, light flashes No communication between CB and PB 

23 All the alarm LEDs flash, light flashes Different SW version between CB and PB 

31+35 Pressure 1 / Alarm 2 flashing, light flashes Lower pressure threshold reached 

32 Pressure 1 / Alarm 4 flashing, light flashes No pressure change within 10 minutes 

33 Temp 1 / Alarm 5 flashing, light flashes No temp. change within 10 minutes 

34 Temp 1 / Alarm 6 flashing, light flashes Sensing element of temperature sensor broken 

36 Pressure 8 / Alarm 1 flashing, light flashes Upper pressure threshold reached 

37 Alarm 3 flashes, light flashes No RPM signal from thegenerator 

41, 42, 
51, 52 

Alarm 7 flashes, light flashes Time not available; error during data recording 

38 Alarm 1 flashes, light flashes (Pressure 8 off) Error additive pump 

39 Alarm 8 flashes, light flashes Fill level additive tank 

61 Alarm 4 flashes, light flashes (Pressure 1 off) Error slave SPC 

62 Alarm 5 flashes, light flashes (Temp.1 off) Error slave GSM 

Cover Alarms 4 to 8 flashing, light flashes Clean cover glass 

Error Display Description 

Explanation: SW - Software, CB - Control Box, PB - Panel Box Dimensions 

Housing: 73mm, front flange 85mm, T = 44mm 
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 Do not fasten the harnesses on hot parts 
 

 

a. Harness inputs and outputs (I/O) The overall 
 

Length of the supplied harness is 2 m 
 

Violett Input for speed (frequency) at terminal W; 
alternatively: input (programmable) 

Brown Input 
Blue/Yellow Input 
Black/White Alarm output 1 
Black/Green Alarm output 2 

 
The exposed ends of the alarm outputs must be insulated to 
prevent shorting 

 
 

b. Harness – power supply 
 

The overall length of the supplied harness is 2 m 
 

Red Permanent plus (battery) (terminal 30) 
Black/Red Switched plus (ignition) (terminal 15) 
Black Minus (ground) 

 
 

c. Temperature sensor with connecting cable 

The overall length of the supplied harness is 5 m 

Special accessories 

For special orders, it is possible to obtain the harnesses with 2 and 
10 m lengths 
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d. Bus cable to the display or Off Road display (German-type 
connector) 

The overall length of the supplied harness is 3 and 10 m. 
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▪ The temperature sensor is inserted into the corresponding cutting ring screw- 
fitting on the filter and secured in place. It should protrude approx. 50mm into the 
inlet of the filter housing 

▪ The screw-fitting must not be overtightened, so as not to damage the sensor 
 

▪ If need be, you are also allowed to bend the sensor carefully (do not bend at 90°) 
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The pressure pipe should protrude A 
approx. 30mm into the filter inlet 

 
 
 
 

 
• The pressure pipe must not be shortened 
due to a lack of space, but can be wound in a 
coil shape 

 

• The pipe coil should be wound such that 

no condensation water can remain in the 

pressure pipe. See Figure A 
 

• The pressure pipe is connected using the 

supplied cutting ring screw-fitting (SW=14; 

1/4"; 1/2") to the welded-on threaded bush of 

the filter 

Se-23736 Bjärred 
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Condensation water trap (Pmax.: 18 mbar, Tmax.: 50 °C) 

 
• Hexagon nut (M4 self – locking)

 Fillister-head screw (M4x40 with 3mm hex socket)
 Hose connections (outside: d=5mm, length: 17 to 33mm)
 If possible, the condensation water trap should be installed as the highest point of the 

entire system

 The arrow on the condensation water trap must point in the direction of the data logger

 If possible, install in a warm room

 
Detail A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 
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Armored hose (low-pressure hose) 

▪ Temperature range: 
 

Water +80°C 
Air +70°C 
Low temperature stability -30°C 

▪ Other data 

Size Outside d =10.5mm 
Inside d = 10.5mm 

Maximum pressure 10 bar 

▪ Hose construction 
 

The hose is made from synthetic rubber, textile braiding and galvanized steel 
wire braiding 

▪ Scope of delivery 
 

The armored hose is not included in the scope of delivery 

▪ Installation 

The armored hose (low-pressure hose) is fastened to the pressure pipe by 

means of a hose clamp. A loop formation should be avoided 
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Upon request/If need be, the DPF 
can be clad with a heat shield 
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5. Maintenance instructions 
 

5.1 Maintenance and service of the PHYSITRON particulate filter 
 

The following maintenance and service work must be carried out every 500 operating hours and entered in the enclosed maintenance and test record. Failure 
to observe and/or to carry out these maintenance and service tasks and to enter these in the maintenance and test record will result in the loss of any warranty 
entitlement. 

 

1. Checking and maintaining the back pressure monitoring system 

The back pressure monitoring system is to be checked as follows: 
 

a) Check pipe and hose assembly for tightness 

Disconnect the back pressure line from the PHYSITRON particulate filter and pressurize the line until a back pressure value of approx. 200 mbar is reached. It is 
possible to read the value on the back pressure display at the same time. 
If the back pressure value drops on blowing in air, or if only a very low back pressure value (< 50mbar) is displayed, it can be assumed that there is a leak in the 
back pressure line. In this case, it is necessary to replace the back pressure line and/or the section with the leak immediately. 
If no back pressure value is displayed on blowing in air, this means that the line is either blocked or the condensation water trap is full with condensation water, or 
the filter in the condensation water trap is clogged up. In this case, it is necessary to service the condensation water trap (as per point c): Checking and servicing 
the condensation water trap), and to clean the back pressure line (as per point b): Blowing free the back pressure line when blocked). 

 

b) Blowing free the back pressure line when blocked 

Unscrew and detach the back pressure lines from the following components: 
 

 Back pressure display / pressure gauge (detach hose assembly)
 Condensation water trap (detach inlet and outlet line)
 Electronic function monitor / metal housing (detach hose assembly)

Then blow through all the sections of the back pressure line with compressed air (max. 10 bar). 

 
 

Important: If the back pressure lines are not disconnected from the above-mentioned components (pressure gauge, condensation water trap, metal 
box) prior to cleaning with compressed air, there is a risk that these components may be damaged by the compressed air. 
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c) Checking and servicing the condensation water trap 
The filling level of the condensate container (see-through inspection glass) must be checked. If the inspection glass is more than half filled with condensation 
water, the condensation water in the inspection glass should be drained off. This is done by opening the valve. The valve is opened by turning the knurled handle 
in a counterclockwise direction until there is no gap between the knurled handle and clamping fixture. 

 
It must then be checked whether the condensation water trap is still tight (seal the outlet side with your thumb and apply pressure at the inlet side). It is also 
necessary to check the filter cartridge (visible in the inspection glass) of the condensation water trap for soiling. If the filter cartridge is heavily soiled, it should be 
replaced. Replacement filter cartridges are available from us. 

 
 

d) Checking the electronic back pressure monitoring system. 

The electronic back pressure monitoring system warns the driver automatically when the exhaust gas back pressure level is too high (>250 mbar). To check 
whether this warning is still executed correctly, please proceed as follows: 

 
Unscrew the back pressure line from the PHYSITRON particulate filter and build up the pressure. While doing this, observe the back pressure display which 
indicates the back pressure level (when blowing into the line). Upon reaching a back pressure value of over 220 mbar (for longer than 5 seconds), the warning 
light must light up and the acoustic signal must be activated automatically (buzzer) if the back pressure limit value is exceeded for a further 2 minutes. 

 

Use the compressed air pistol to blow air into the back pressure line. When doing this, be sure to maintain sufficient distance to the inlet of the back pressure 
line, such that the back pressure value of 220 mbar is only exceeded slightly. Observe the back pressure display during the process. 

 

Important: Reduce the compressed air beforehand down to max. 0.5 bar; otherwise the electronic back pressure monitoring system will be destroyed. 

2. Other service and maintenance tasks 

a) Replacing the air filter 
The air filter for the air taken into the engine must be replaced at the latest every 500 operating hours. In case of high dust content in the ambient air, the air 
filter should be replaced at correspondingly shorter intervals. 

 

b) Replacing the condensation water trap 
The condensation water trap assembly should be replaced after 1,000 operating hours. This should be carried out in conjunction with the filter cleaning 

operation (prescribed for every 1,000 operating hours). Please remember to order the condensation water trap for this from us in good time (at least 1 week in 
advance). 

 

c) Servicing and maintenance work on the diesel engine 
After 500 operating hours at the latest, the engine should be serviced in accordance with the engine manufacturer’s directions. At the same time, the settings 
prescribed by the engine manufacturer are also to be checked, besides carrying out the prescribed maintenance and service work. This is necessary to prevent 
any changes to the diesel engine causing damage to the PHYSITRON particulate filter. If the servicing of the engine is not carried out and recorded every 500 
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operating hours, the warranty is void. 
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5.2 Maintenance of data logger 

1. Temperature sensor 
Once a year, but at the latest after 1,000 operating hours, the temperature sensor should be removed, cleaned with a grease-removing cleaner and refitted. It is 
advisable to also clean the temperature sensor each time the filter is cleaned. 

2. Pressure line 
Once a year, but at the latest after 1,000 operating hours or when Error 32 is displayed, it is necessary to clean the pressure line. This is done by undoing the 
cutting ring screw-fitting at the filter and pulling out the pressure pipe. The cable tie on the condensation water trap is then cut open and the pressure hose 
detached. First of all, remove any soiling from the pressure pipe. Next, rinse out the pipe with cleaner’s solvent and blow dry with compressed air. Finish off by 
refitting the pressure line. Be sure to refasten all the connections such that they are pressure tight. No further maintenance is required. 

 

6. Cleaning the PHYSITRON particulate filter and the extension module 

Both the particulate filter and the extension module have to be cleaned once a year, at least, however, once every 1,000 operating hours. The periodic cleaning 
of the particulate filter and extension module must be carried out in order to ensure trouble-free operation. Failure to clean or incorrect cleaning of the particulate 
filter and extension module will void the factory guarantee. If you have a pyrolysis furnace, you can clean the particulate filter and the extension module in 
accordance with the following procedure. If you do not have a pyrolysis furnace, please contact PHYSITRON or your local dealer. 

 

1. Prior to removing the filter module, it is necessary to mark the outlet side of the filter. After releasing the clips, it is possible to take out the filter 

module. 

2. Once removed, the filter module is placed inside the cold pyrolysis furnace and pyrolyzed at temperatures of 550 °C to 600 °C for 8 hours. Next, 
the filter is first blown out from the outlet to the inlet side with compressed air. Subsequently, the jet of air is directed at the ducts of the outlet 
side until only a minimum of white ash is visible. It is advisable to carry out the cleaning operation under an extractor. When cleaning, it is 
possible to aim the jet of compressed air directly at the face of the filter. 
Important: If soot also escapes along with the white ash, the baking procedure should be repeated until only white ash escapes. 

 
3. The extension module must also be pyrolzsed in exactly the same way and at the same time along with the filter module. 

 

4. Once cleaned, the extension module and filter module are refitted. The extension module and the filter must not be cleaned with steam or 

detergents, as this can lead to deactivation of the catalytic coating. 

 
Refitting 

The exhaust gas direction is marked on the filter module (identification plate) by means of an arrow. Once the filter has been cleaned, it is necessary to refit the 
filter module in the same exhaust direction. For your own protection during cleaning, be sure to use gloves, a respirator filter and safety goggles. Prior to 
recommissioning, the back pressure monitoring system is first serviced and subsequently the back pressure value (pressure gauge display) with the engine at full 
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throttle is entered in the maintenance and test record. 
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7. Maintenance and test record 

1. Maintenance and service (every 500 operating hours) 
 

The description of the maintenance tasks can be found in the instructions “Maintenance and service of the PHYSITRON particulate filter” (page 35). The 
performance of the maintenance tasks is to be confirmed by entry in the following table. 

 
Within the scope of the maintenance, the following tasks are to be carried out: 

 
 Checking the back pressure line (pipe and hose assembly) for tightness

 Blowing free the back pressure line in case of a blockage

 Checking and servicing the condensation water trap

 Checking the electronic back pressure monitoring system

• Checking engine settings / servicing engine as per manufacturer’s directions

 Changing the air filter for the intake air

 
Number of operating hours Date Name Signature 
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2. Filter cleaning / Replacing the condensation water trap (every 1,000 operating hours) 

 
 

The description of the maintenance tasks can be found in the instructions “Cleaning the PHYSITRON particulate filter” (page 37) and “Maintaining and servicing 
the PHYSITRON particulate filter” (page 35). The performance of the maintenance tasks is to be confirmed by entry in the following table. The back pressure 
value is to be read on the pressure gauge with the engine at full throttle. 

 
Within the scope of the maintenance, the following tasks are to be carried out: 

 
 Cleaning the PHYSITRON particulate filter and installing it in the same direction (see identification plate)
 Replacing the condensation water trap (installed in the back pressure line)

 
Number of operating hours Back pressure after cleaning Date / Name Signature 
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Spare parts catalog 

Warranty claim 

In the event of any complaints, we kindly request you to send back the defective product along with this completed form to your dealer. It is imperative that you 
specify the serial number and provide a description of the fault that has occurred in order for your claim to be processed. 

 

Customer ……......:    
 

Contact………...…:    
 

Address ................:  _ 
 

Postal code / City...:    
 

Country..................:    
 

Fax........................:    

 

Faulty item (serial number): 

 
 

Fault description / error code: 

 
 

 

Dealer/contact:     
 
 

 
 
 

Date Signature 
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